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TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 7
Today June 3, 2019
Time when making checklist 11:05 AM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: 
1. A black cube which sits attached to its ceiling above it and so it hangs from up there, so it does 
not touch against a floor. It is set at an angle so that the line between two surfaces is facing outward 
out-of-page. On the surface are beautiful blue wavy patterns if one looks closely. The black material 
is surprisingly light-weight, not heavy like stone or metal would be, and its shape suggests it to be 
manmade instead of natural, so it could be made perhaps out of a synthetic material because it is 
light-weight. 
2. An open-top box sits below the previous element. This has black smooth even surfaces and things 
could drop down further below into it like if this is a cavity down below. The surfaces feel unevenly 



set, so it is not a perfect symmetrical box, and the walls feel light-weight and this box feels rickety 
and as if ready to fall apart. This box however is bouncing up and down with only small 
displacements (meaning only a little bit up each time), like a vibration or a tremor, suggesting it is 
active and could be some kind of an engine, but no engine parts were found during probing around 
on it. 
3. Elements 1 and 2 are within a crammed space which is like a room but it is not a place where 
humans could easily go to and is not a place where people go to, there are sharp surfaces such as 
the downward facing corner of element 1 which could hit a human on the forehead and do damage, 
a person could also fall and hurt themselves here just by stumbling around. It is a narrow and dark 
space. 
4. A large, oval, somewhat flat, brown element which is like a large rock, was seen on top of 
element 1 or nearby to this room. 
5. A turquoise color was seen outside right-wall and also above element 1, but this turquoise is not a 
solid material, suggesting it could be a color. 
6. The landscape around this room is those brown smooth rocks, possibly a spruce tree forest far 
away and further below, and white which could be daylight outside. It is as if this black room is 
located in a rocky natural area like mountains, difficult habitat for people to get around in. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: NONE
Describe: 

Plantlife: MAYBE
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: Possibly a spruce tree forest far away further down below. 
Describe: 

Significant water: NONE
Describe: 

Sun or lamp: NONE, this target is very dark
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: 

Motion: Almost, see activity
Describe: 
Activity/Behavior: Element 2 which is a rickety open-top box is vibrating up and down steadily, so it 
is active somehow. 
Describe: 

Large building or construction: Possibly the room is a larger manmade structure, though it could not 
be a house and its function is unknown to me. 
Describe: 

Significant small items and how many: Elements 1 and 2 could be manmade. 
Describe each: Were described above. 

Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): The room and elements were never seen to be traveling, 
so I suggest that the target is not a vehicle of motion. 



Describe: 

Describe floor/ground: Was hard to locate, perhaps no floor is there, no even surface, or that the 
elements are above a floor. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: The target is located within the small crammed black room. But we can 
also see to the outdoors which is the rocky area that feels to be at some elevation. 

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: Not 
sure, it feels like the box element is on ground level and that we could go further down through it 
into a cavity that continues toward under ground, but it could also be that all of this is at some 
elevation in a mountaineous area, so I am not sure. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: The room has a disorder and chaos which 
suggests of nature, but the surfaces are smooth and even which could suggest manmade, also the 
vibration of the box suggests a manmade active object. But I cannot say with confidence if these 
things are natural or manmade. 

Describe the overall target site area: Described above. 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Described above. 
Probable location on world map: Not probed for. 

Emotions, ambience, feeling: Absolutely no emotions, ambience, feelings were detected. 

Significance and meaning of target: I do not know, I tried but I cannot explain what this target is! 

What I think the target is, 
1) A monument made out of synthetic (such as black carbon or carbon fiber or what it is called) 
black smooth thin surfaces. 
2) Something like the Stealth plane, with lots of those black synthetic material angled surfaces and 
design. 
3) Some sort of odd site in the mountains, just a mess of surfaces and sharp angles, not really a 
place for people to go to. 

Summary or additional explanations: Look for smooth black surfaces that form angles, cubes, 
distorted triangles (see the black distorted triangle on the right side in the drawing). A mess of a 
place, not orderly. Lots of geometric angles. Possibly the turquoise color can be found but this was 
not an initial element so it might not be that important. It was a dark space. 

I did not detect humans or animals, I did not detect water, and there should be no significant plants 
or trees unless those spruce trees far away were something but those too were not an initial 
element and are far away. Nothing seems to be "happening" here, even though the box is vibrating 
up and down steadily. Maybe this is a machine, maybe the box is part of a chute for mining or such, 
but I did not grasp any function or purpose or activity here. It seems to be "just a place" without any 
real meaning or activity or life. 

11:22 AM End checklist notes. 


